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• Limited Discoverability
• 12,376 (24.9%) out of the total 49,737 
• Lack of assistance to explore the system
• 700 clients out of 1,127 with a specific record
• Drop off visits
• 978,814 visits (58.8%) out of total 1,664,813 visits
MAIN PROBLEMS
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• 200 research articles 
were published
• 62 proposed methods
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• 15,126 Distinct Users
• 5,583 Distinct Search Terms
• 12,376 Items Visited
• 92 Collections
• 169 Countries from the World
• 335 Counties in the US
Label data (training data)
Run Tree Based Classifier 
(e.g. J48)
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[subject_keywords, publication date, aggregation code, holding 
locations, title, type, publisher]
Jaccard Similarity (a, b) = | Intersection (A, B) | / |Union (A, 
B)|
Where a, b are any two items in dPanther repository system A, 
B are the set of metadata fields and value of item a and b 
Collaborative filtering (want to know) Content Based Filtering (should know)
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